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HOT OFF THE PRESS!
Get your free copy of the 2017-18 LIFE's Vintage Guide to Housing & Services!
The Vintage Guide is northeast Oklahoma’s most comprehensive catalog of 
housing, health and social services, community resources and government 
programs for family caregivers, older adults and individuals with disabilities. 

WELCOmE
SENIOR SaFETy aND LIFESTyLE FaIR

TO THE

LIFE’s

Vintage
Guide
to Housing & Services

LIFE Senior Services and the Tulsa Police Department's Senior Services Unit 
are pleased to present the 2017 Senior Safety and Lifestyle Fair!

This event is designed especially for you! Staying active and socially engaged promotes healthy aging by boosting your immune
system, lowering blood pressure, slowing memory loss, resisting depression, minimizing pain and even improving nutrition. All 
of this works together to play an important role in enabling you to stay independent and aging in place longer. We hope this 

event will encourage you to stay physically active, pursue new interests, make new friends and enjoy life! 

100+ ExHIbITORS
Health, housing and social services, resources 
for aging in place, hobby groups, community 
organizations, lifelong learning and volunteer 
opportunities, and a select group of artisans 
and crafters.

FREE bREakFaST aND "mEDICaRE 
FRaUD" PRESENTaTION
Insurance Commissioner John Doak and the 
Oklahoma Insurance Department (OID) will be 
offering free breakfast for the first 200 seniors 
who register online at www.LIFEseniorservices.org 
or by calling (800) 763-2828. Doors open at 
7:30 a.m. for the breakfast. “Medicare Fraud” 
will be presented by Ray Walker, OID.

IF yOU’VE bEEN CONSIDERING a PET, THIS COULD bE yOUR Day!
Visit with Paw Pals therapy dogs and the rescue dogs from animal Rescue Foundation (ARF Tulsa). Caring for pets has 
been proven to help establish a renewed sense of purpose, reduce loneliness and even lower blood pressure.

For a complete list of featured presentations and activities throughout the day, visit www.LIFEseniorservices.org.

KOTV’s Lori Fullbright will emcee a full schedule of presentations and fitness
demonstrations throughout the day. Presentations will include:

• “Cons, Fraud and Scams” – Lori Fullbright, "KOTV"
• “What is CarFit” – Mark Madeja, AAA Oklahoma  
• “PaCE – a New Healthcare Option for Seniors” – Adrian Rolle, LIFE PACE  
•  “Tulsa’s Dementia Friendly City Initiative” – Christina Mendoza, Assistant to the Mayor for Community Development
• “active aging” – Amy Mitchell, LIFE Senior Services  
• “Functional movement” – Brenda Weaver, Functional Movement Instructor at LIFE's Senior Centers  
• “Zumba Gold” – Kristi Rains, Zumba Gold Instructor   
• “Line Dancing” – Michelle Howard, Line Dancing Instructor at Broken Arrow Seniors

CaRFIT CLINIC WITH
aaa OkLaHOma 
Specially trained technicians and 
occupational therapists will make sure 
that your car fits you correctly. Call 
(918) 748-1074 to pre-register.

FREE HEaLTH SCREENINGS
Screenings provided by OHAI and 
OU Physicians.

Goodie bags, bingo and 
door prizes galore!

Central Park Hall at Expo Square • Tuesday, July 18, 2017 • 9 a.m. – 3 p.m.
FREE admission • all ages Welcome
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I
t's no secret that seniors make up a huge portion of the U.S. population. 
By 2030, the U.S. Census Bureau estimates there will be 58.9 million 
people age 65 and older. That translates to 1 in 5 people, and in some 
communities 1 in 4 drivers. The challenge becomes keeping them safe 
on the road. 

Enter CarFit. Developed in 2005 through a partnership between AAA, 
AARP and the American Occupational Therapy Association, CarFit aims 
to help seniors "find the perfect fit in their vehicle to keep them safe," says 
Rhonda Shah, AAA's national program administrator for CarFit.

As they age, older drivers may experience physical changes that include 
reduced strength, physical endurance, range of motion and flexibility; visual 
impairments; limited head rotation due to a stiff neck or neck pain; and the 
effects of medications.

abOUT CaRFIT
CarFit's 12-point checklist addresses those issues by looking at adjustments 

that may be needed for the seat, mirrors, steering wheel, seat belt and head 
restraints. Trained CarFit technicians not only look at fit, they explain why 
proper fit is important and how to achieve it; however, technicians do not 
make the adjustments – only the drivers can. According to Shah, mirror and 
seat belt positioning are the most common adjustment recommendations.

Driver participation is free and takes 20 to 30 minutes total. Once drivers 
go through the checklist with a technician, they then consult with an 
occupational therapist or driver rehabilitation specialist. These experts walk 
around the vehicle and address any concerns that may have come up on the 
checklist. Some drivers may need adaptive equipment to make driving safer 
and more comfortable.

Samples of adaptive equipment, like seat belt covers, extended mirrors 
and swivel cushions, are available to view at CarFit events, but the products 
aren't sold there. Adaptive equipment should be purchased after an in-depth 

consultation with a therapist or rehabilitation specialist. They can ensure 
drivers purchase the right equipment, have it properly installed and learn to 
use it before hitting the road.

CaRFIT SUCCESS RaTE
A recent survey of drivers yielded some impressive results. More than one-

third of the participants had a critical safety issue that needed addressing; 1 
in 10 were seated too close to the steering wheel (drivers should be 10 inches 
away to allow for safe airbag deployment); and about 20 percent did not have 
a good line of sight over the steering wheel (a driver's line of sight should be 
at least three inches above the top of the wheel). 

After a run through the CarFit 12-point program, 97 percent of 
participants’ issues were resolved. 

It is critically important that mature drivers make safety a personal priority, 
since driving today is more difficult than ever because of increased traffic 
congestion, longer commute distances, new technology and faster speeds. 
Older drivers can take important measures to mitigate the stress associated 
with driving, and CarFit represents a perfect opportunity for older drivers to 
make sure their personal vehicles are adjusted to their needs. 

WHy CaRFIT?
Seniors are among the safest drivers on the road. They are more likely to wear 

seat belts and less likely to drink and drive. However, their increased fragility means 
they're also among the most vulnerable to serious injury and death in crashes. 

in a free CarFit check at the
Senior Safety and Lifestyle Fair.

(by appointment only.)

Call (918) 748-1074 to schedule your clinic appointment at the Senior Safety and Lifestyle Fair.

PaRTICIPaTE
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Know that you are at risk when doing business with strangers. Don’t 
believe or trust unsolicited salesmen or callers. If it sounds too good to 

be true, it probably is.

Stay involved with friends, family and community activities. Isolation 
and loneliness increase your risk of being scammed.

Tell unsolicited callers that you do not buy from telephone offers. If it’s 
something you think you might be interested in purchasing, request 

that the caller mail you the information and offer. Don’t be pressured into 
making a quick, on-the-spot decision.

Make a practice of not giving to charities that solicit you by phone. 
Scammers will often claim to be a charity that sounds like a trusted 

national charity, but isn’t. Even if it is a legitimate charity, if a telemarketing 
firm is making the calls, the charity is probably actually getting 10 percent or 
less of your “donation.”

Sign up for the “Do Not Call” Registry (www.donotcall.gov or
(888) 382-1222) to remove your phone number from telemarketing 

lists. You may still legally receive calls from companies you currently 
do business with and companies to whom you’ve given your contact 
information, as well as calls from political and charitable organizations.

Do not open your door to people you do not know. Don’t buy from 
door-to-door salesmen.

Never give your credit card, banking, insurance or personal 
information, including birthdate and Social Security or Medicare 

numbers, over the phone unless you initiated the call. Medicare, Social 
Security and your bank will never ask for you to verify your personal 
information on a call they initiated.

Use direct deposit for benefit checks and mail your payments from 
a U.S. post office or public mail drop. This protects you from having 

checks stolen from your mailbox.

Shred any credit card offers or applications you receive in the mail, as 
well as receipts that have your credit card number on them.

Be skeptical of any unsolicited offers, and thoroughly research 
companies you are considering hiring or doing business with. Contact 

the Better Business Bureau, call references provided by the company and 
check out their reputation on the internet.

PROTECT yOURSELF FROm

SCamS

By following these simple tips, you can go a long way toward protecting
yourself from being victimized by a con artist, thief or fraudulent scam.

According to the National Council on Aging, financial scams targeting seniors have 
become so prevalent that they’re now considered “the crime of the 21st century.” It is 

estimated that Americans are criminally defrauded out of $12.76 billion annually, according to a 
survey by True Link Financial. This includes identity theft and those crazy-sounding scams.

Financial scams often go unreported or can be difficult to prosecute, so they’re 
considered a“low-risk” crime. However, they’re devastating to many older adults and

can leave them in a vulnerable position with little time to recoup their losses.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

If you think you’re a victim of fraud or a telemarketing scam, don’t be afraid or embarrassed 
to tell someone. Waiting or not reporting the incident can only make matters worse.

STEPS TO TakE

Immediately, call your bank
and/or credit card company. 

Often your funds can be restored
 if you report promptly.

Report suspected Medicare 
fraud to the Oklahoma Insurance 

Department at www.smp.oid.ok.gov 
or by calling (800) 763-2828.

Report fraudulent telemarketers to: 
1.  Federal Trade Commission (FTC) at www.ftc.gov 

or by calling (877) FTC-HELP (382-4357)

2. Oklahoma Attorney General’s Office 
at www.oag.ok.gov/consumer
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According to an AARP study, 90 percent of seniors want to remain in their 
homes as they age. There’s no place like home, right? But there are many reasons 
why safely aging in place becomes increasingly difficult as we age. One of the most 
threatening reasons being the likelihood of falling.

FIGHTING FaLLS
One out of 3 Americans over the age of 65 will fall this year, according to the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Among that group, 20 to 30 percent 
will suffer moderate to severe injuries, such as cuts, hip fractures and head trauma.  
“The biggest risk to a senior’s safety at home is falling,” says Dr. Thomas Costner, 
LIFE PACE's medical director and physician at Saint Francis Hospice. “Falls are 
the top cause of injury-related death in the elderly,” says Costner. “Oftentimes, they 
fall and break a hip or leg. Incidents of survival from a hip fracture are poor because 
it results in them becoming sedentary. When they stop moving, their blood 
pressure and cholesterol conditions worsen and problems compound.”

“The first time I see an older patient, I look at their fall risk. At LIFE PACE, we 
do a fall assessment by watching their gait and measuring their overall strength 
and balance,” says Costner. Many doctors and physical therapists can conduct 
fall assessments. “You can ask your doctor to conduct one for you. If they are 
concerned, they can make a referral or give you an exercise program that will help 
strengthen your body and improve your balance.”

Besides a doctor-prescribed exercise program, there are other things that can 
decrease your risk of a life-threatening fall, including making modifications to your 
home. 

“First, look at the rugs in your home,” says Costner. “Rugs shouldn’t be in 
precarious places, and they need to be taped down, so you are less likely to trip on 
them.” Costner also discourages walking around in stocking feet. “You need to be 
wearing rubber-bottom slippers or well-fitted shoes.” 

Costner also suggested talking to your doctor about how to properly use a cane 
or walker (you would be surprised at how often they are misused), avoiding ladders 
and step stools, removing cords that are stretched across walkways, improving your 
home’s lighting and installing grab bars in the bathroom. Finally, if you’re prone to 
falls, Costner recommends a call alert system.

Tai chi, which originated in China as a martial art, is 
a mind and body practice and involves slow, relaxed, 
gentle movements, each flowing to the next. Tai chi has 
been shown to reduce stress and help with concentration 
and focus, but the main benefit for older adults is 
increased balance. 

according to an article by the "Harvard Gazette," 
“While tai chi may offer senior practitioners inner peace, 
scientists also value it for its fundamental, physical 
benefits. In addition to improving balance, flexibility 
and mental agility, it also reduces falls, the largest 
preventable cause of death and injury among older 
adults. One way to help the aging have long and vital 
lives, researchers say, is to help protect them from 
injuries or worse.”

In 2014, about 27,000 older adults died from falls, 
more than 2.8 million were treated in emergency rooms 
and 800,000 were hospitalized. Falls are the leading 
cause of death among adults over 65, and the death rate 
from them has risen dramatically in the past decade.

“It’s a simple fact that balance — the ability to maintain 
the body’s center of mass, located in the chest area, over 
the base of support or the feet — declines with age. 
maintaining and bolstering it requires more than strong 
bones and firm muscles,” according to the "Harvard 
Gazette." 

Tai chi helps maintain stability, which helps prevent 
falls. a National Institutes of Health study that evaluated 
resistance training, stretching and tai chi found that 
tai chi led to the greatest overall improvement in 
balance and stability for patients with mild to moderate 
Parkinson’s disease. Furthermore, patients in the tai chi 
and resistance training group had significantly fewer falls 
over a six month period compared to the participants in 
the stretching group. besides the physical improvement, 
tai chi also improves mental acuity. Tai chi requires 
attention, memory and learning to master the physical 
movements. The cognitive training tai chi offers also 
helps reduce the risk of falls.

THERE’S NO PLaCE 

LIkE HOmE TaI CHI: 
mOVING FOR bETTER baLaNCE

To find tai chi classes in your area, turn to page 47 
in this month’s issue of LIFE’s Vintage Newsmagazine 
or call LIFE’s SeniorLine at (918) 664-9000.

 Plan for one-floor living, and avoid stairs

  Make other floors accessible (if you can’t avoid them)                          
by installing a chair lift

  Make your entryway more accessible by eliminating                
steps and raised thresholds

  Increase the size of your doorways to allow for                        
wheelchairs and walkers

 Install railings in your hallways

  Swap out your fixed shower head for a hand-held                
version, and use a shower seat

  Change door knobs to easier-to-use lever-style                       
handles or D-shaped handles

  Install smoke and carbon monoxide alarms                                     
with a siren and flashing light

attend the Senior Safety and Lifestyle Fair 
to learn more about many helpful and fun 
activities for seniors.

Learn more about LIFE PaCE at the 
Senior Safety and Lifestyle Fair.
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The Senior Services Unit investigates the 
abuse of older adults in the city of Tulsa. Abuse 
can include physical, psychological, mental 
and emotional abuse; neglect and financial 
exploitation. The goal of the unit is to raise 
awareness of elder abuse, as well as recognize 
early signs of abuse in order to prevent it from 
continuing. Acts of elder abuse often violate 
one or more criminal laws, and specially trained 
detectives are assigned to investigate these cases. 
The Financial Crimes Unit has two detectives 
dedicated to these crimes. 

Detective Debbie Crisp, a 28-year veteran of 
the Tulsa Police Department, works the majority 
of the senior-related crimes. She is assisted 
by Corporal Steve Whittington who retired 
from the department after nearly 26 years of 
service – 12 years in the Financial Crimes Unit, 
specifically dedicated to crimes involving seniors. 
Both detectives understand senior cases require 
intensive, thorough investigations, especially in 
situations where dementia and Alzheimer’s may 
be affecting the victim’s ability to assist with the 
investigation. The unit works closely with the 
Oklahoma Department of Human Services’

Adult Protective Services (APS) and other 
agencies to put together successful prosecutions. 
With the help of these agencies and the Tulsa 
County District Attorney’s Office, many suspects 
have been prosecuted for abusing and exploiting 
the elderly and other vulnerable adults. 

“The Senior Services Unit understands our 
victims come first. We often work along with APS 
to review the victim’s capacity to accept or refuse 

protective services and, if warranted, arrange or 
refer the victims to other services, such as financial 
management, food delivery, healthcare, home 
repair and cleaning, housing, legal assistance 
and even transportation. These services are only 
available because the Senior Services Unit works 
so closely with community partners such as LIFE 
Senior Services, Family and Children Services, 
DVIS and more in order to provide adequate 
protection from family members or friends who 
exploit them,” says Detective Crisp. 

Another goal of the Senior Services Unit is 
to reach out to community partners, such as 
senior living centers, to provide information and 
resources on what elder abuse looks like and ways 
to prevent becoming a victim. Detectives will also 
host informational sessions where they will answer 
questions from concerned seniors. “Ultimately, 
our goal is to file criminal charges against suspects 
who take advantage of our elder population,” says 
Detective Crisp.

Financial crimes affect over 1 million seniors each year. Seniors are among the most vulnerable members
of our community and are faced with an increased risk of physical, emotional and financial abuse. In order to

combat the problem in the Tulsa community, the Tulsa Police Department’s Senior Services Unit was formed in 2006.

Corporal Steve Whittington and 
Detective Debbie Crisp

If you know someone who is a victim of abuse or neglect, including self-neglect, call the 
Statewide abuse Hotline at (800) 522-3511, visit https://apspublic.okdhs.org or dial (918) 430-2300 to 
contact the Tulsa County APS office. You may also contact Detective Debbie Crisp directly at (918) 596-1317.

LIST OF EVENT SPONSORS aND ExHIbITORS

SPONSORS
armstrong Hearing aid Center
Freedom Electrical Services, Inc.
Gleam Guard
Humana marketPoint
memorial Park
Oklahoma Healthy aging Initiative (OHaI)
Phoenix Healthcare
Prairie House
Sooner management
The Parke assisted Living
Tapestry at Woodland Hills
University Village
Visiting angels
Welsh & mcGough, PLLC

ExHIbITORS
5400 South apartments
aaa Oklahoma 
advanced Orthopedic of Oklahoma

alzheimer’s association
american Parkinson’s Disease association (aPDa)
assistance League of Tulsa
baptist Village
bellarose
better business bureau
broken arrow Seniors
Caring Nurses association
Citizen CPR
City of Tulsa - Working in Neighborhoods
ClearCaptions
Community Food bank of Eastern Oklahoma
CommunityCare Senior Health Plan (HmO)
Covenant Place of Tulsa
Donna Prigmore Pottery
DVIS
Eastern Oklahoma Donated Dental Services 
Economy Pharmacy
Edward Jones/Tammy Stead
Emerald Care Center Tulsa
Entrusted Hearts by baptist Village

EyeCare associates of South Tulsa
FDIC's Northeastern Ok for Economic Inclusion
Go ye Village
Heritage Point of Tulsa
Hospice of Green Country
Legal Shield & ID Shield
LIFE PaCE
LIFE Senior Services
mabel Photos
medExpress Urgent Care
medicare Supplement Store
mGm Healthcare
morton Comprehensive Health Services
mutual of Omaha
OaSIS adult Day Services
Oklahoma Insurance Department
Oklahoma Relay 
OLLI at OSU
Parkinson Foundation of Oklahoma
Phillips Lifeline
Price & Son Computer & Technology Services, LLC

Quilts of Valor
Redbud Physical Therapy
Right at Home
Saint Simeon's
Senior Helpers
Senior Star - burgundy Place & Woodland Terrace
Storey Oaks
The Linden at Stonehaven Square
Transitions Life Care - Hospice
Tulsa and Creek Counties Senior Nutrition
Tulsa City-County Library
Tulsa City-County TRIaD 
Tulsa Clinical Research
Tulsa Dog Training Club/Paw Pals
Tulsa Garden Center
Tulsa master Gardeners
Tulsa Police - Senior Services Unit
Tulsa World
UnitedHealthcare
Vintage Housing

Learn more about the Senior
Services Unit at the Senior 
Safety and Lifestyle Fair.

TULSa POLICE DEPaRTmENT'S
SENIOR SERVICES UNIT

Thank you to our sponsors and exhibitors who made this event possible.
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Panel Upgrades • Back-up Generators 
Indoor/Outdoor Lighting • Ceiling Fans • Security Lights

(918) 216-1846
17 South Main • Sapulpa, OK 74066

www.facebook.com/Freedom Electrical

•    LIFE EDU, SeniorLine and
   Care Management
• LIFE’s Caregiver Support Services
• LIFE’s Medicare Assistance Program
• LIFE’s Tax Assistance Program
• LIFE’s Adult Day Health

• LIFE PACE
• LIFE’s Senior Centers
•  LIFE’s Volunteer
   Assistance Program
• Vintage Housing

DISCOVER LIFE

LIFE’s

Vintage
Guide
to Housing & Services

Pick up complimentary copies of 
LIFE’s Vintage Newsmagazine and 
LIFE’s Guide to Housing & Services!

(918) 664-9000
www.LIFEseniorservices.org

FOLLOW US ON

Stop by and speak to representatives from LIFE Senior 
Services’ programs and affiliates:


